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The presentation explains how to create and access the web services using the user interface. 
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The aim of this presentation is to familiarize you with the processes of creating and accessing the web services using the user 
interface. Through the course of this presentation, certain terminology is used that are unique to the product and web services.
Some of the terminology includes MDMCS, which is an acronym for IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management Collaboration 
Server.

TOP is an environment variable pointing to the installation directory of an MDMCS instance.

Extensible Markup Language, referred to as XML, is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a 
format that is both human-readable and machine-readable.

Web Services Description Language, referred to as WSDL, is written in XML and is used to describe what a web service is 
designed to do.

Simple Object Access Protocol, referred to as SOAP, is a transport protocol that sends XML messages using HTTP, also 
referred to as Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, which runs on top of TCP, referred to as Transfer Control Protocol, typically on port 
80.

Axis is an XML based, open source framework for developing web services. It is a global standard and currently MDMCS 
supports Axis 1.4.

UI stands for user interface. In this presentation, the user interface that has been used is a web browser, Internet Explorer. In 
MDMCS, it is called “Web Service Console”.

A WSDL binding describes how the service is bound to a messaging protocol and can be either a Remote Procedure Call, or 
RPC style binding or a document style binding and one of the models is document literal style. The style dictates how to 
translate a WSDL binding to a SOAP message and the literal is for the WSDL-to-SOAP mapping.

XML schema is another term used in this presentation. An XML schema is a description of a type of XML document.

XML Schema Definition, referred to XSD, can be used to express a set of rules to which an XML document must conform in 
order to be considered 'valid' according to that schema.

XML Namespaces, referred to as xmlns, provide a method to avoid element name conflicts. When using prefixes in XML, a so-
called namespace for the prefix must be defined. The namespace is defined by the xmlns attribute in the start tag of an element.

In this presentation, it is assumed that you already have a working InfoSphere MDMCS instance with the data populated in its 
database (for example, spec, catalog,  items, and so on).

This presentation is not meant to serve as a comprehensive programming or implementation guide to help you implement web 
services. Rather, it is meant to make you familiar with the whole process of creating and accessing the web services using the 
user interface.
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A web service that you create in InfoSphere MDMCS is based on WSDL and works with 

standard SOAP over HTTP protocol.

InfoSphere MDMCS supports SOAP over HTTP web services by using Axis, an open source 

implementation of SOAP. You can host both RPC or encoded and document or literal style web 

services within the InfoSphere MDMCS application server, which allows other external clients or 

applications to interact within InfoSphere MDMCS exactly as required by external clients. You 

can write the web services either by using scripts or in Java.

You can host simple web services to access MDMCS system entities without the need for 

extensive familiarity with Axis and other web service tools. In addition, experienced web service 

developers can host more complex web service scenarios by handling the deployment details 

themselves.

To deploy the web service in InfoSphere MDMCS you can use a user interface, Java, or script.

The Web Service Console is an InfoSphere MDMCS user interface that provides the ability to 

create and manage web services used by SOAP over HTTP. Your quality assurance team can 

use this presentation when testing the product web service component after installing the 

InfoSphere MDMCS product in a new environment. This presentation can be used to educate a 

user on how to use the MDMCS product, including the web service component. This 

presentation can also be used to perform a quick test to troubleshoot an issue that may rise 

while using the product web service component.
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Further details of implementing and deploying web services are beyond the scope of this 

presentation. Review any of the links displayed on this slide for further details.
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In this presentation, you are walked through the steps on how to create and access a simple 

web service using the user interface that is of document/literal style and is written using script. 

You must have a working InfoSphere MDMCS instance with the data populated (for example: 

specs, catalog, hierarchy, items, and so on).

If you have a sample WSDL for a document literal type SOAP binding and an InfoSphere 

MDMCS script implemented for it, see the steps described in this presentation to create and 

access the web service using the user interface.

The example used in this presentation has a WSDL and InfoSphere MDMCS script implemented 

for a simple web service. The script has a method, getListOfMatchingItems, that returns a list of 

matching items from an existing catalog for the given attribute path and the attribute value.
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For this topic, to enable web service, you have to modify the parameters in the 

$TOP/etc/default/common.properties file. These include the soap_company parameter which 

defines the company credentials. The soap_user parameter, which defines the user credentials. 

Note: When SOAP services are run, they use this company and user to access database and 

run scripts. 

You also need to modify the product_center_url parameter, which defines the fully-qualified “web 

address”, including the port number of the website where you should point your web browser to 

access your InfoSphere MDMCS instance.
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InfoSphere MDMCS Java web services support allows hosting of simple web service, without 

requiring complex setup. In addition, it allows experienced web service developers to host more 

complex services, by handling the deployment details themselves. 

The Web Service Console provides the ability to create and manage web services used by 

SOAP over HTTP. The Web Service Console displays the web services as rows in a table.

To access the Web Services Console, click Collaboration Manager, then Web Services then 

Web Service Console. You can create a new web service, view details of a web service, or 

delete a web service from the Web Service Console.
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Simple web services are the ones that use only simple data types such as string and int. You 

can deploy simple web services on InfoSphere MDMCS without any customization. All that is 

required is to go to the web service definition page and populate it with the implementation code 

with either Java or a native application script. 

Note: You must define a value for the "soap_company", "soap_user", and "product_center_url" in 

the $TOP/etc/default/common.properties file.

First, click Collaboration Manager, then Web Services, then New Web Service as shown in the 

screen capture displayed on this slide. Next, enter the values for the fields as shown in the 

screen capture. For example, in the Web Service Name field, enter NewItemFinderService. Add 

a description in the Description field. For example, a test for document literal web service. In the 

Protocol field, enter SOAP_HTTP. In the Style field, enter DOCUMENT_LITERAL. The URL field 

is blank initially, but when the web service is saved, it will show as, 

http://<MDMCS_server_name>:<MDMCS_port_number>/services/NewItemFinderService.
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The WSDL URL field is blank initially, but when the web service is saved, it will show as:

http://<MDMCS_server_name>:<MDMCS_port_number>/services/NewItemFinderService?wsdl. 

In the WSDL field, specify the WSDL XML content as shown in the screen capture displayed on 

this slide.

Ensure you enter the correct service name, MDMCS_server_name, and MDMCS_port_number 

in the <wsdlsoap:address/> element.
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Next, select a Web Service Implementation. In this example, select Script. In the Implementation 

Script field, specify the script for the web service as shown in the screen capture.

The script has a function getListOfMatchingItems that requires three attribute values; the 

Catalog Name, the Attribute Path, and the Attribute Value.
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Specify the remaining values as shown in the screen capture. Select Store requests so that you 

can view the request history from the transaction console. Select Store replies so that you can 

view the response history from the transaction console. Select Deployed to deploy the web 

service. The web service is available to you only if you check this option. Select Skip validations 

of SOAP requests and Skip validations of SOAP responses. Finally, click the Save button 

located on the top of the Web Service Console screen.
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Invoke the web service in the web browser “Web address” field.

http://<MDMCS_server_name>:<MDMCS_port_number>/services/NewItemFinderService?meth

od=getListOfMatchingItems&catalogName=NewTestCatalog&attributePath=NewTestPrimarySpe

c/SKU&attributeValue=1.

The “Web address” includes the function/method getListOfMatchingItems of web service 

NewItemFinderService with attributes of Catalog Name which is NewTestCatalog, the Attribute 

Path of NewTestPrimarySpec/SKU, and the Attribute Value of one.

The web service that you invoked in the previous step, if matching items are found that contains 

the number one, returns the SOAP message on the web browser as shown in the screen 

capture displayed on this slide.

Note that if you provide the catalog and its items incorrectly or from a different company than the 

one that is set in the $TOP/etc/default/common.properties, web service returns a fatal error 

SOAP message.
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The Information Center also creates some very useful suggestions on how to debug a web 

service if you encounter any issues. If you cannot narrow down the root cause using these 

suggestions, open a PMR and the IBM Support team is glad to assist you.
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